
Emergency appeal, let’s save Xiao Meng Faye! 

IQ70+ set up a medical fund for her. The little life waiting for your love. 
Xiao Meng Faye, only one month in this world, had to undergo surgery because of the 
Hydrocephalus (buildup of access fluid within the brain). A catheter is loaded into the ventricle to 
elicit too much brain effusion from the neck to other parts of the body; 

Also, doctors found a small concave hole in the baby's spine and she had to undergo surgery. The 
baby girl must also urinate with the help of intubation, every four hours. 

Besides, her legs were weak, will still need to monitor if this will affect her movement in future. 

A girl, who was born only last month, March 4, had suffered so much and even facing death threat, 
is indeed a human tragedy. 

The Malaysian Association for the well-being of children with intellectual disabilities (IQ70+) has 
adopted the unfortunate child, and provide her with all the necessary help, hoping that she would 
get through the toughest of times, while also providing her with post operation services, timing 
examination, treatment and living arrangements.  

IQ70+ specially employed two paramedics to care Xiao Meng Faye 24 hours. 

We're well prepared for all circumstances just in case, to deal with any emergency that may arise. 

"Saving people is important" is the reason why we accept Xiao Meng Faye, as her parents do not 
have the ability to cope with the huge cost of medical support and care. 

IQ70+ decided to set up the "Xiao Meng Faye Medical Fund", and shout of to the community of 
enthusiastically generous society, to quickly save and help Little Dream Faye.  

"Xiao Meng Faye Medical Fund" is used to meet the current emergency needs and is also used to 
cope with the next scheduled inspection. Check and treatment, long-term care and living expenses. 

To care for an unfortunate child, especially a baby who has had a major surgery like Xiao Meng 
Faye, must have a good expenses planning, for the post-operative care, regular checkups, treatment 
and living expenses are indispensable. 

Routine care alone (excluding sudden lesions), 24-hour care, replacement of urination tubes every 4 
hours, milk powder with the estimated cost of RM 6,800per month. 

Monthly Expense Budget: 

Hours professional care (2 person)---------------------------------RM 5,000 

Urination Tube * (change 4x a day)--------------------------------- RM500 

Milk powder (Neo Baby 0-9 months old)-----------------------RM 500 

Paper diapers (S size)-----------------------------------------------RM 300 

Miscellaneous---------------------------------------------------------RM 500 

Total RM 6,800 * Note: Baby urination Tube Size: 05 FG, 48cm. 



IDEALCARE , INFANT FEEDING TUBE, (PROD CODE 25.1001.01 ).  

!  

This is the urinary catheter, and Xiao Meng Faye relies on it to urinate every four hours. 

The monthly budget of IQ70+ is more than RM700,000. Xiao Meng Faye has aggravated our 
expenses. With a heavy burden of expenses, we need the strong support of the enthusiastic people in 
the community in order to be able to cope. 

Dear all sympathetic individuals, Xiao Meng Faye urgently needs your help to have a hope for 
living. We sincerely ask everyone to give some care, protection, and helping hand to her. Help a 
baby who has just arrived in the world to tide over the difficulties. Truly appreciate! 

Sincere donors can choose to make donation via check or online. You can send the online donation 
receipt to our Facebook and we will issue the official receipt. 

Nonetheless, we welcome you to visit our association! 



!  

Xiao Meng Faye is only 2 months old 

!  

Xiao Meng Faye must have a catheter in the brain to rule out hydrocephalus. The catheter extends 
over the neck. 



The following information for your kind action: 

Bank Account: PERSATUAN KEBAJIKAN KANAK-KANAK TERENCAT AKAL MALAYSIA 

CIMB 800-339-9036 

Email: info@iq70plus.org/ iq70plus@hotmail.com 

Address: No.118, Jalan Gasing, 46000 Petaling Jaya. 

IQ70 MARCUS : 018-6631317 

WHATAPP: 018-6631317 

Please forward this article to let more enthusiasts come forward and donate to the "Xiao Meng 
Faye Medical Fund."After you done the donation.please snap the slip and send to MARCUS . 

Let us to send you the official receipt.❣  


